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EVENT DESCRIPTION SHEET 

(To be filled in and uploaded as deliverable in the Portal Grant Management System, at the due date foreseen in the 

system. 

 Please provide one sheet per event (one event = one workpackage = one lump sum).) 

PROJECT 

Participant: 1 FUNDACJA CENTRUM IM PROFESORA 
BRONISLAWA GEREMKA (FBG) 

PIC number:  913612349  

Project name and acronym:  Born in EU - Born in EU 

 

EVENT DESCRIPTION 

Event number: D8.1 

Event name: Event 4 in Poland  

Type: workshop  

In situ/online: in-situ 

Location: Poland, Mińsk Mazowiecki 

Date(s): 06.11.2023 

Website(s) (if any): 

BORN in EU: warsztaty „Młodzi a polityka” - Fundacja 
Geremka (geremek.pl) (https://geremek.pl/born-in-eu-
warsztaty-mlodzi-a-polityka/) 

Participants 

Female: 14 

Male: 11 

Non-binary: - 

From country 1 [Poland]: 25 

Total number of participants: 25 From total number of countries: 1 

Description 

Provide a short description of the event and its activities. 

The fourth workshop "Youth and politics", addressed to people entering adulthood, was also held in 
Mińsk Mazowiecki. During the workshops, we learned about young people's attitude to politics, social 
involvement and participation in elections. During the introduction to the workshop topic, we talked 
about the fact that it is older people who decide what the world will look like, and therefore also the 
future of young people. There are fewer young people than older people, and they vote less often - so 
they are even more deprived of their voice and the ability to decide about themselves. 
 
The main conclusion of the work in the first part of the workshop was that there is a group of young 
people interested in politics, but they are so disgusted by it that they do not participate in elections.  
Young people associate politics with quarrels, affairs, scandals and aggression.  Following the political 
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world can be stressful.  On the other hand, staying up to date with what is happening in politics may 
be like following a TV series, which is deepened by the medialization of politics in social media and the 
strong presence of political threads in the memosphere. 

Another thing that was repeated: young people are overstimulated, they live in anxiety and 
uncertainty, they feel fear of adulthood and responsibility. They do not want to confront adult life, make 
political decisions and take responsibility for the future of their country. Some of them prefer to live in 
safe ignorance and focus only on themselves. [exercise “Personas”] 
 
Therefore, it is important that politicians start talking to young people and presenting them with 
solutions that will respond to their real needs.  And for politics to be closer and more understandable 
to them, and not something they know from memes. [exercise “„Reverse Attention Strategy”] 
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